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Press Release  

SINOx® plate catalysts ensure safe nitrogen oxide reduction in the 
Danish power station Studstrupværket operated by DONG Energy 

 

DONG Energy A/S is a leading Danish energy company. The exploration and 

generation of oil and natural gas are just a part of the activities of this expanding 

company in the North-European area. Also important to DONG Energy are the 

generation of energy and heat, trading at European Energy Exchanges, and the selling 

of natural gas, energy and heat to end-users. DONG Energy has set itself ambitious 

objectives not only for its further business development but also in the area of climate 

and environmental protection. DONG intends to significantly reduce the emission of 

nitrogen oxide in its power stations for each generated kilowatt-hour.  

In order to meet DONG’s environmental objectives, the company has cooperated with 

Johnson Matthey Catalysts (Germany) GmbH since 2009. The leading producer of 

technical ceramics with manufacturing in Redwitz, Germany, provides SINOx® plate 

catalyst for the Power Stations 3 and 4 of Studstrupværket, one of ten central power 

stations operated by the Danish energy provider. The catalyst reduces nitrogen oxide 

in the power station’s exhaust air. The power plants are fuelled 90 percent with coal 

and about 10 percent with biomass. Each unit generates up to 350 MW electricity and 

additionally provides heat to most of the citizens of the city of Aarhus and the 

surrounding region.  

Johnson Matthey Catalysts (Germany) provides plate catalyst for Studstrupværket Power 

Stations, which were built in the mid 80’s and expanded at the end of the 90’s. The 

technical performance and the price/performance ratio of the Johnson Matthey product 
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convinced the power plant operator to replace 380 cubic meters of older catalysts with 

SINOx® catalyst. Since the replacement of the catalyst beds, the power station operates 

with good clean exhaust values and improved plant availability. The exchange of catalysts 

considerably reduced the plant pressure drop. Now all required load ranges can be 

achieved in the Power Station without problems – and DONG Energy has made good 

progress toward their objective of removing almost all nitrogen oxides from the exhaust air 

of its power stations by deciding for SINOx® catalysts.  

Nitrogen oxide reduction with SINOx® catalysts is based on the most effective principle 

available, the SCR (selective catalytic reduction) process. In this process, the nitrogen 

oxide is mixed with a reduction medium (aqueous urea or ammonia solution) and is 

then transformed into harmless nitrogen and water without any disadvantageous 

secondary reactions. 

As background to the technical challenge that had to be solved, power stations are not 

continuously operated under full load in Denmark. To save energy and to protect the 

environment, power stations are switched to partial load or even fully shut down if 

sufficient energy is provided by wind parks or other sources. Inherent variations in 

operating temperatures between 270 and 380 degrees centigrade have certain 

consequences for the catalysts. At the cooler operating temperature range, ammonium 

sulphate settles in the catalysts. 

Based on the problem posed by DONG Energy, technical experts at Johnson Matthey in 

Redwitz documented, based on laboratory tests, the fact that high-grade SINOx® catalysts 

can be operated at these reduced temperatures without fouling problems.  

The plate catalysts from Redwitz have demonstrated their high quality and performance in 

operation. Based on the physical and geometric properties of SINOx® plate catalysts, 

deposits can be avoided to a large degree and 380 cubic meters of SINOx® plate catalysts 

have been delivered in 180 modules to Studstrupværket in 2009. A further 190 cubic 

meters of SINOx® plate catalysts in 90 Modules followed in 2012. 

The SINOx® plate catalysts consist of the catalytically active materials titanium oxide, 

vanadium oxides and tungsten or molybdenum oxides which are applied to base 

carriers of stainless steel. The individual catalyst plates are stacked in unit boxes and 

combined into modules. Due to the low tendency for clogging and the high resistance 
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to erosion, catalysts are typically used for the removal of nitrogen from waste gas 

under so-called high-dust conditions.  A suitable design minimizes the SO2 conversion 

rate and pressure drops. This results in a high life expectancy at optimum performance 

with minimized operating costs. Examples for fields of application are firing systems 

using hard coal, heavy fuel oil and residual oil from refineries as well as high-dust 

industrial processes and wood firing.  

The appropriate type of catalyst and the required catalyst volume is individually 

designed and optimized according to exhaust air conditions. By adjusting the number 

of plates per unit box, the pitch can be adjusted variably within wide margins. The plate 

height is also adjusted to the respective operating parameters. Johnson Matthey 

Catalysts (Germany) benefits from nearly 30 years of experience in the development 

and production of plate catalysts.  

Redwitz, March, 2012 

Background:  

Johnson Matthey Catalysts (Germany) GmbH (JMCG) is a leading global engineering ceramics 
manufacturer. The main focus of the business is the development and manufacture of catalysts for the 
reduction of nitrogen oxide emissions and also the production of piezo ceramics. Johnson Matthey is an 
experienced SCR catalyst manufacturer worldwide offering both types of SCR catalysts – plate and 
honeycomb. 

JMCG is headquartered in Redwitz, Germany, (two hours north of Munich) and this is the centre for 
catalyst development, production, sales and service activities. There are three business units in Redwitz: 
Stationary Emission Control with Powerplant Industries, Industrial Processes and Engines (SEC EU) and 
Heavy Duty Diesel (HDD) as well as Piezoproducts.  

The parent of JMCG, Johnson Matthey Plc, headquartered in London, has around 9,700 employees in 
over 30 countries. The group’s activities include the production of emission control catalysts for 
passenger vehicles, catalysts for heavy duty diesel trucks, catalysts and systems for power stations, 
industrial processes, marine and railroad/locomotive applications, catalysts and components for fuel 
cells, catalysts and technologies for chemical processes, fine chemicals, chemical catalysts, active 
pharmaceutical ingredients and also the production, processing and refining of precious metals.  

Contact: Kornelia Schmidt · Telephone: +49 (9574) 81-501 · Fax: +49 (9574) 81-98501 · 
kornelia.schmidt@matthey.com!
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